
"The most impressive aspect we have

found is the clarity and quality of 

voice communications, which is far

superior to the previous system that

was heavily impaired by changes in

atmospheric conditions and

Shropshire's hilly terrain"

• 20 Retained Stations

• 3 Wholetime Stations

• 2002 statistics: 3279 fires 
for buildings and outdoors,
1643 secondary fires and 
205 chimney fires.

The future of communications for 
Shropshire Fire & Rescue Service

In 2003 the Shropshire Fire and Rescue Service (SF&RS) took the

major step of taking its use of communications technology into the

21st century by migrating to TETRA. "Our existing analogue system

was rapidly reaching, and in some areas had exceeded, its 'best

before date'. The degree of emerging risk associated with the

obsolescent communications systems was too great to be

acceptable,” commented Steve Worrall, Assistant Chief Fire 

Officer, "but with the roll-out of new digital technology across the

UK emergency services, a very real opportunity presented itself

through O2 Airwave”.

Having made that decision SF&RS put its requirements out to open

tender via the Office of Government Commerce. “We undertook a

rigorous assessment and evaluation of the returned submissions,

and were highly impressed with the functionality offered by the

Sepura SRM1000 and SRP2000 terminals” commented Ged

Edwards, Airwave Project Manager. "The robustness of the

terminals and range of functions available would withstand the

difficult situations fire fighters find themselves in."

SF&RS has now been using Sepura communications technology for

the last 12 months, predominantly SRM1000 in-vehicle mounted

terminals and SRP2000 handsets. Its procurement of TETRA 

was before TETRA handportables with integral GPS were available,

but the Service does have GPS capability in the vehicle-mounted
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radios and intends to adopt the GPS in the handsets for

specialist activities such as Brigade's water rescue boat crew, in

the near future. "The roll-out began with the completion of the

TETRA installation in July 2003 and, following a

comprehensive period of training and field 

testing, went fully live for voice communications at the

beginning of December 2003" commented Steve Worrall,

Assistant Chief Fire Officer  

The SF&RS service has 33 fire stations supplying emergency

fire and rescue cover across the largest landlocked county in

the UK. Approximately 550 fire fighters, officers and control

staff have access to the Sepura technology.  "We have around

80 fire and rescue vehicles with Sepura vehicle mounted

radios," Ged Edwards added, "so potentially any member of

the crew has access to a terminal. In addition to this, all senior

officers are provided with Sepura handportables for 

individual use."  

"The most impressive aspect we have found is the 

clarity and quality of voice communications, which is far

superior to the previous system that was heavily impaired

by changes in atmospheric conditions and Shropshire's

hilly terrain," Steve Worrall added.  "Other benefits are

the many functions provided by the Sepura terminals

when used in conjunction with TETRA. For example, we

find talk-groups extremely useful for incident

management, eliminating unnecessary voice traffic, and the

emergency button function provides additional safety benefits

to crews who require urgent assistance. And, in our ever-

changing world, the security afforded with TETRA is essential to

prevent unauthorised eavesdropping.

"A further benefit we did not have previously is the potential to

communicate with our local police," said Ged Edwards. "We

have established a number of inter-agency talk-groups, a

number of which are specific to fire-police communications."

Ease of use was also very important for the SF&RS as 

fire-fighter training could have proved an issue. "In the past 

we had a very simplistic analogue system, which had been in

use for the best part of 30 years, so there was something of a

culture shock with changeover to TETRA," continued 

Ged Edwards.  

"One aspect we looked for from a supplier was recognition that

the use of communications equipment employed within the fire

and rescue service is distinctly different to that required by

other emergency services and the military," concluded Steve

Worrall. "Fire and rescue services operate in different

environments and in a different context.  We needed a supplier,

such as Sepura, that recognised those differences and tailored

the technology to match them. All emergency services have

unique criteria and the supplier has to meet those needs, so 

it was pleasing and reassuring to see that Sepura fulfilled 

those requirements."
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